Revision List

Year 7

English

Poetry analytical skills
comprehension

Year 8

Maths

Powers
Rounding to decimal places &
significant figures
Simplifying algebraic expressions
Solving equations
Percentages
Probability scale
Fractions
Sequences
Probability
Pie charts
Area – triangles and rectangles
circles
Substitution
Proportion
Scatter graph
Product of primes
Multiplying decimals
Bar chart
Pictogram
Squares, primes, factors and
multiples
Transformations
Compound interest
Nth term

Powers
Rounding to decimal places & significant
figures
Simplifying algebraic expressions
Solving equations
Percentages
Fractions
Sequences
Probability
Pie charts
Area – triangles, rectangles, circles
Substitution
Inequalities
Scatter graphs
Product of primes
Multiplying decimals
Pythagoras
Equations of parallel and perpendicular
lines
Bar chart
Pictogram
Squares, primes, factors and multiples
Conversion graph
Using a calculator
Transformations
Factorise
Standard form
Plans and elevations
Distance, speed, time
Similar shapes
Compound interest
Nth term

Chemistry

Potential difference and resistance,
Current, Energy Waves

Elements, Periodic Table, Reactions

Biology

Movement, Cells, Food chains and
webs, Plant reproduction, Variation,
Human reproduction

Breating, Digestion, Respiration,
Photosynthesis, Evolution, Inheritance

Physics

Particle model, Separating mixtures,
Acids and Alkalis, Metals and non
metals, Earth Structure, Universe

Contact forces, Pressure. magnets and
electromagnets, Energy, Waves

Reading and English Language Paper 1
Comprehension and language analysis
skills

Year 9

Year 10

Poetry from the AQA Conflict Cluster
Descriptive Writing skills

AQA English Language Paper 2
Analysing language
Writing
speeches, articles, letters, leaflets etc.

Please see additional information sheet
listing all the topics on the Year 9 exam

Please see additional information sheet
listing all the topics on the Year 10 exam

Paper 1 Atomic Structure &
Periodic Table Bonding & Structure
Quantitative Chemistry
Chemical
Changes
Energy Changes
Paper 1 Cells, Organisation,
Infection and response, Bioenergetics,
Paper 2 - Homeostatis and response,
Inheritance, Ecology

Paper 1 - Cells, Organisation,
Infection and response, Bioenergetics,
Paper 2 Homeostatis and
response,
Inheritance,
Ecology

History

The problems for Medieval Kings
(King John, Magna Carta, Peasant's
Revolt, Balck Death, Doom and
Religion), The Tudors and The
Stuarts

The Tudors, The Campaign for Civil
Medicine through time - Medieval to
Rights (Slavery, The Civil War,
early Modern
Segregation, Civil Rights in the 1950s and
1960s), The Indistrial Revolution

The Norman Conquest and Medicine
Through time. Use your revision
booklets given by your teacher.

Geography
Computer science

Binary conversions, networks,
databases, python basics

The CPU, Von Numan Architecture,
networks, Algorithms, the operating
system

MFL

Revise these topics: Where you live,
families, describing people, free time
and hobbies, pets, food, weather,
school. Use the free Memrise app
(search for Edexcel
French/Spanish/German.

Revise these topics: Food, free time and
hobbies, school subjects, weather,
describing people. Use the free Memrise
app (search for Edexcel
French/Spanish/German.

Revise these topics: school, jobs and
future plans, free time (in your book).
Use the free Memrise app (search for
Edexcel French/Spanish/German.

Revise these topics: school, jobs and
future plans, free time, the environment,
holidays. Use the free Memrise app
(search for Edexcel
French/Spanish/German.

Art

Practice drawing robots and
superheros for your animation theme.
Create gradual tone with pencil and
crayons. If possible experiment with
materials used in your current
lessons.

Practice drawing insects for your current
theme. Create gradual tone with pencil
and crayons. If possible experiment with
materials used in your current lessons.

Practice drawing from your current
theme. Create gradual tone with pencil
and crayons. If possible experiment with
materials used in your lessons. Ensure
you attend intervention every Thursday
at 2:30.

Practice drawing from your current
theme. Create gradual tone with pencil
and crayons. If possible experiment with
materials used in your lessons. Ensure
you attend intervention every
Wednesday at 2:30.

Drama

Practise your vocal expression: read
something out loud and explore
different ways to express the words.
Practise your physical expressionchoose contrasting characters from a
favourite film or television program
and imitate the way they use their
body language, gestures and facial
expressions Revise key term: use
your revision Drama Glossary

Increase your subject knowledge by
Practise your vocal expression: read
Revise the function of facial expressions and
revising
vocaland
expression
memorising
and theatre
how to describe
styles them using BB
something out loud and explore different
and genres with a focus on comparing
ways to express the words. Practise your
Brecht’s Epic Theatre and Stanislavski’s
physical expression- choose contrasting
development of Naturalism; also, revise
characters from a favourite film or
Drama Elements, Explorative Strategies
television program and imitate the way
and performance skills terminology. You
they use their body language, gestures
will find excellent support with videos on
and facial expressions Revise key term:
BBC Bitesize GCSE Drama as well as
use your revision Drama Glossary
using your key term booklet and Google
Classroom.

Music

Key Terms and Words, Features of
Theme and Variation, Reggae Music,
Vocal Music, Instruments and
families, Notes of the stave, rhythm
values

Key Terms and Words, Features of
Theme and Variation, Reggae Music,
Vocal Music, Instruments and families,
Notes of the stave, rhythm values

Key Terms and Words, Features of
meldoy, rhythm, blues music,
instruments and families, Notes of the
stave, rhythm values

Key Terms and Words, instruments and
families, Notes of the stave, rhythm
values. The Beatles and Haydn

P.E.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Technology

